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 I have a problem I cant figure out. I have an Oldschool map that does have a setting in the Instrument Monitor that sets the VST
to a certain key. For some reason my VST won't show up in EAX. If I try to go to the edit instrument menu, my vst is not listed.

It has been loaded into the VST folder in my.ewds. I have reset the map, closed the project and reloaded it with no luck. Any
suggestions? I have been reading a bunch of threads here that involve my problem, and I have tried all of the suggested fixes. It

sounds like the root cause of the problem is the settings in the ingame VST settings. When I open my old music map in
dreamweaver, it gives me a file that is full of extra information, but none of it is germane to the problem. (I am using the free
version of EWDS if that helps) I have tried setting the program's vst path to the same as my vst path, I have tried reinstalling
VST Manager, as well as restarting my computer. I have also checked for duplicates in my settings, and have made sure that
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vst's are not hidden. If anyone has any further suggestions I would love to hear them. What I have done so far is to create a new
piece of music in a new EAWS project and paste in the file from the old project. When I opened the file, there was no issue

with the instrumentation in the VST. It was only after I had switched instruments (The old map was originally made for EMS,
and had more instruments than the new one) that the problem started. The patch that I am having trouble with is "Mozart -

Symphony No. 35, Allegro con brio, A.C.B.F." I am not sure if this makes any difference, but I got this from the forum post
mentioned in the first post, and was given the file here: If you want to find out if you've got the correct installer, go to your VST

folder, look for the ewsdirectory and copy the file ewsdirectory to your desktop. Rename the new file to ewsdirectory, and
double click on it to run it. It'll open up a dialogue box asking if you want to open an application or perform a command. Select

Open in a different application and point it 82157476af
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